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Football is gone and
so is the money
By JACK FRANCKHAUSER
X•vler N-• St•ff Writer

For the year ending June 30, 1974,
Xavier's total athletic expenditures
amounted to $308,354, with $130,655 being spent on football and
another $87,632 used for basketball;
the remaining $90,067 were used for
athletic facilities in general such as
baseball, · stadium improvements,
etc. However, total revenues for that
year amounted to only $200,327
leaving the University in debt by
$!08,037.
According to Roderick Shearer,
Vice-President· arid Dean for Student Development, who has final
authority over inter-collegiate
athletics, the University as a whole
would have.gone into debt by $50,000. With football now gone, the

University will be in the black by apPart and parcel with the renewed
. proximateiy $26,000.
interest in basketball, Mr. McWhere is the money going? What Cafferty declared that Xavier is now
direction will Xavier athletics take? giving basketball scholarships on a
These questions were both posed to full grant level which includes books,
Mr. Shearer and to Mr. James Mc- tuition, fees etc; also Rev. Robert W .
. Cafferty, Director of Athletics by the Mulligan, S ..J., President of Xavier
Xavier News.
announced a major campaign to sell
The first priority, according to 1,000 season tickets for Xavier home
Shearer, will be to field a "first rate, basketball games.
Concerning-student participation
top calibre" basketball team. To .·
facilitate this renewed emphasis on in athletics, Mr. James Mccafferty,
basketball, Shearer told the Xavier athletic director, announced that
News that "the school has given the Xavier now has 13 sports on campus
team the support they will need to including three women's sports. McLi __
Cafferty also cleared up a common
produce a winner."
Stall Photo by PAT SAYRES
The new support includes: in- misunderstanding when he stated .
creased emphasis on recruiting top that intramurals and club sports Dick Gregory appeared last Friday to address an overj7ow
high school talent to Xavier; new (rugby, cross country, track) are
crowd in the theater. Gregory spoke of the importance of
and modern training equipment, a
. wielding moral force in the reshaping of American society.
new coach to assist head coach Tay
Baker.
1'rr1r11Jl il!)L . ;1. · ·..;-.~)"
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Fire s·trikes the Un
•
Center build 1ng
By LARRY .SHEEHE
X•vler N•w• 51811 Writer

Last Friday, while most of the
Xavier Student Body was attending
a d;mce in the Armory, fire broke ·out
in. the. University Center. The fii:e
was confined to a storage bin, known
as "the cage'', located behind the
Games Room.
At a·pproximately 11:30 P.M.,
Janitor Charles Lynch was cleaning
· in the Games Room. "I saw smoke
coming out of the cracks of the door
and told the guy. behind the
counter." He telephoned Security
· and the Fire Department was here
within 5 to IO minutes.
Neal Decker, a Husman Hall resident; was in the Games Room at the
time. "It was really strange. The
smoke filled the room so fast."
Mr. Irvin F. Beumer, VicePresident, Business and Finance and

Brown·
will speak
Ms. Nancy Brown, gubernatorial
candidate from the Socialist Party,
will speak at Xavier on Thursday,
October 3, at 2:30 p.m., in the O.K.1.
Room. Brown believes that social
and economic problems now at the
crisis stage will be resolved only by a
major social upheaval.
Brown is the youngest candidate
for governor ever to appear on
Ohio's ballot. She was a groundbreaker in the fight to legalize abortion and helped found abortion
rights coalitions in Cleveland and
Philadelphia. During 1973, Brown
· toured colleges in five midwestern
states speaking on "the Socialist
Alternative in Capitalist America."
There will be no charse for admis·
sion.

"The fire apparently started from
T~easurer, was riding by when he
spotted the flashers. "The Fire careless smoking."
Bookstore Manager John Wintz
Department was here on the button
and stopped something that could was notified of the fire by· Mr.
Beumer and showed up immediatehave been completely disasterous."
The Fire Department did indeed ' ly. He determined that the books inrespond . quickly, and in force.
volved would have either been used
Altogether, seven differennt apin this semester or last semester.
paratus showed up: Engine 23,
Wintz estimated that damages
Ladder 9, Engine 39, Squad I,
might run as high as $5,000.00.
Engine 9, Ladder 12, and Engine 32.
However, he is optimistic that any
All. were from the Cincinnati Fire smoke damage is minimal. "The air
Department's District 5. Fire conditioning unit absorbed most of
Marshall Sam Rue was the Officer in
the smoke. We were pretty forcharge on the scene.
tunate. If this had happened two
weeks ago (when the stockpiles were
1 he fire itself started in an annex
to the bookstore storage area. It was high) it would have been a lot
extinguished in. less than three worse."
The damaged area is hidden from
minutes. A number of books were
normal
view, but a slight scent of
'burned, but the prompt action of the
Fire Department undoubtedly smoke still permeates the hallways of
the Student Center reminding us of
prevented far greater losses.
According to Fire Marshall Rue, how close we came.

Marilyn is
one of a kind
By DIANE SENTNER
xn1er New• 81811 witer

persisting interest in personal and artistic development. Originally from
New York City, she attended the
High School for the Performing Arts
and Juiliard School of Dance, and
became a professional dancer. She
received both a Bachelor's and
· Master's degree in Religion at
Columbia University and has also
worked in the area of pre-school
Montessori education. In addition,
while residing in Switzerland for
. three years, she attended the C.G.
Jung Institute in Zurich.
Immediately prior to her arrival at
Xavier, Ms. Mittermaicr worked at

When you next walk into a room
and behold X.U. students on all
fours and barking at one another; or
tapping their heads.(but not for information ... ), there should be little
.doubt in your minds as to who is
responsible. New this year to
Xavier's staff of Student Develop~
me.nt, Dorm Programming, and.
Campus Ministry, Marilyn Mittermaier is basically a "methods" person, interested in human interaction
and expression.
.
Indeed, the greater part of Ms.
Mittcrmaier's background and
previ~~ work strongly reflects her . Marilyn lo P81• 12
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No, it's not a rumble on the mall. Instead, the scene above is
from a rugby scrimmage match between Xavier and U. C. last
Saturday. The Muskie team is looking forward to its first full
year of rugby competition.
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Marilyn Mittermaier of the Student Development Staff leads
her new dance / relaxation class on Kuhlman sixthfloor. New
to Xavier this year, Ms. Mittermaier will be primarily concerned with dormitory programming.
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Freshman enrollment down 14°/o
iD and out of the Greater Cincinnati
· area has not shifted significantly in
recent years. Roughly two-thirds of

By SHANNON FLYNN
Xn!!_r~f!!!."• 118ft wrn.r

this.wee·k
in the news
Seniors, take notice
Before a Senior can sign up for an interview with an outside company, he must first sign up for a meeting with·the XU placement
worker.
Come to the Placement office to sign upforoneofthesetimes: Wed.
Oct. 2, !0:30-11:20, and 2:15-3:15, or Thurs. Oct. 3, 9:5S-ll:IO.

Film Society needs you
The XU Film Society, whic.h is responsible for XU's major film
entertainment, needs members. Anyone interested in helping to decide
which films will be shown, can call Mike McNamara at 281-4508, or
come tq an organizational meeting Friday, October 4, 1974, at 1:30
p.m .. in the Fordam Room.

Join the festival

The total freshmen enrollment at I
. .,
· Xavier- this. - fall is :38\J,; which.
represents a. 14. percent . decrease
from the figure of 454 freshmen last
year...The economy is the largest
overall factor to explain the ·
decrease," commented Fr. '-J. Peter
Buschmann S.J., Dean of Admissions, in an interview last week.
He elaborated that there are many
other minute reasons that could account for the drop but that the
economy is the only significant
single factor.
The number of incoming
freshmen women has remained comparably stable for the past two years
with 12 l women last year and 122 in
1974. However, ·the number of
freshman males has diminished from
Fr. J. Peter Buschmann ~,J ..:
333 in 1973 to 267, a 20 percent drop.
Computed, approximately one-third
of the freshman class are women.
The break-down of students from

Muskingum College, New Concord, Ohio, is sponsoring a Fall Folk
Festival October 11-13. Friday will feature 30-60 minute performances
by Ohio College students, beginning at 3 p.m. Coffee House is the set. ·.
.
ting and all types of music are welcome.
If you are interested._in coming down to perfonn contact; John F.
Brewer, Student-Faculty Center, New Concord; Ohio 43762, as soon
as possible (up till Oct. 5) with the following information: A tape of 3
or 4 of your songs, Name, Address, and Telephone number.
All tapes sent in will be returned. Room and board will be provided
for performers who want to stay for Saturday's events, which will be
big name entertainment.

Senate approves
social..· .afiairman
a

Michael J. Colacurcio Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Colacurcio of6609 Beechmont Avenue; has been awarded the 1973-74 Clark
Award for Distinguished Teaching in the English Department of the
College of Arts and Sciences at Cornell University.
. Dean Alfred E. Kahn in presenting the award to Colacurcio said, "If
· you could see the evidence I ha,ve seen that made your choice absolute
ly inevitable, I'm sure you would be very grateful. The amount of the
award is $3,500."
President of Cornell, Dale R. Carson in congratulating Colacurcio
. said, "This is a highly prized award, and I am told that the outstanding
reports received in your devotion to teaching made the choice an easy
one."
Professor Colacurcio was·educated at Guardian Angels Elementary
School, St. Xavier High School, Xavier University, and received his
Ph.D. in Literature at Illinois University. He lives in Ithaca, New
York, with his. wife and three daughters.

Men's and women's varsity try-outs
Any woman student possibly interested in intercollegiate basketball
this season should come to an informal gathering this afternoon
(Thursday, October 3) at 2 p.m. in the Fordham Room, ground. floor
of the University Center.
t;ast year's returning players, and the coach, Mr. Brueneman, will be
on hand to welcome any interested newcomers.
The Xavier Athletic Department has announced tryout dates for
anyone wishing to try for a spot on the intercollegiate basketball or
wrestling teams.
Basketball tryouts are scheduled to be held Mond~y, October 7, at
4:00 p.m. in the Xavier Armory.
·

Catering whims
The th.ought was just mad enough, in an ever-madder world, to
come true: that the Scandinavian Airlines Catering Service should
deliver I. 7 million meals a day to Saudi Arabia. Can you picture the
school children, soldiers and hospital patients cuddled in their burnooses spearing potato balls with those little plastic forks and salting
their filet mignons from those cute minishakers? King Feisal could,
and explained that though his country was exporting all that oil and
importing all that money, his people weren't all that full. He could afford to fly in the food daily from Europe on a scale that would dwarf
the Berlin air lift, for money was no object. Food was.
SAS' Knut Hagrup, who heads the airlines of which the catering service is a 15-year-.old subsidi~ry,, re)ucta~tly had .to turn down the order,
since it was just too big to handle and would have meant the catering
kitchen would have to be expanded 50 to 100 times and employ hundreds of people. SAS still hopes to serve facts and advice to Saudi
Arabia, though.
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605 Race Street

DISCOUNT
TO ALL
XAVIER
STUDENTS

IF TOP~40
TURNS YOU
OFF
TURN ON
'NIGHT.ROCK'

editors and do not represent the views of the ad·
ministration, faculty, and stud.en! body of Xavier
·unless speclflcally stated.
The New1 ls published weekly during the school:
year except during vacation and examination
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
.45207. S_ubscrlptlonsare $5.00peryear. T.t!!tNew_,_
was entered as second class -iTiaH8roctober 4,
The Xavier New1 Is the official student: 1946, at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
newspaper of Xavier University. The articles, picthe Act of March 3, 1879.
tures, and format are the responsibility of the ·
Letters subml!Jed to the New• for publication

I

Increase her heartbeat when you give her your
heart. Dazzle her with a HEART diamond. A ring,
pendant or pin with a glorious diamond, exquisitely
cut. We'll help you find the ideal diamond .. '.!o show
her she has your heart and must han~.Je with care

A pre-tryout meeting for any student interested in becoming a Xavier
cheerleader will be held this afternoon (October 3) at 3 p.m. in the
Fordham Room of the µniversity
Center. The try-outs which will
follow later this month will. be ex-.
plained in detail so that everyone interested might have an equal opportunity.

STudent Volunteer SErvices is about to begin its Millvale Tutoring
Program for 1974-75. Through the program, Xavier students have a
chance to aid the grammar school age children of Millvale, a black
housing project, while working together with students from Mount St.
Joe's and Edgecliff. There is a tremendous need for volunteers.
National statistics demonstrate the great discrepancy between the
reading levels of minority and more well-off children. No experience is
needed, only an interest and commitment. At the very minimum,
working in Millvale is an opportunity to become friends with kids who
are eager to know you and an opportunity to get off campus for a time
while doing something valuable. If interested, contact Marty Dybicz in
Kuhlman 109 (sorry. phone not installed yet). lfnot in, drop a note under the door or through on-campus mail·in the post office.

I'''

GIVE YOUR HEART
WITH A HEART DIAMOND

So you wanna
Jump and yell

M II/vale volunteers needed

1 t
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In last week's meeting, the Student
Senate showed that they intended to
be frugal with their budget this year.
With the increase in I.D. feel[I; the!r ·
treasury. ~·'double that Qf-J11t year.
owever' they are apparently determined to spend it wisely.
The first order of business concerned a $3600.00 allocation
towards a new Public Address
system in the fieldhouse. The Senate
decided that this was the responsibility of the Athletic Department
and rejected the proposal.
The newly founded Cross Country
Team than asked for $300.00, their··
total budget. It was granted;·
The Rugby Team was next, but ·
their timing was bad. The Senate objected to being "a haven for charity ·
cases." They decided to grant the
Rugby Club $184.25, half of what·
was asked for. This was an effort to
persuade fund-seeking.· activities to
inquire of other sources for rponey .·
before approaching the Senate. Incidentally, the Rugby team was
awarded the rest of their money from
the Student Activities Budget Board.
Probably the most controversial
issue of the day concerned the appointment of a new Social Chairman. After heated discussion and
two voting sessions, Junior Doug
McGrath was awarded the position.
McGrath had been an instrumental
member of student government over
the last two years and has been active
in the social scene.

Xavier graduate wins _prestigious award

Page 2

freshman males are from the CinO:
cinnti vicinity, with 88 'out-of-town
men. Women from out•ide the Cincinnati area number 32. This total
count represents an out-of-town
figure of 31 percent.
Students residing in Xavier dorms
has dropped by nearly 100 students,
· from 803 in 1973 to the present total
of 704. Mr. Dave Tom, Director of
Housing, attributes this decrease
· specifically to the smaller number of·
Incoming freshmen. ·
.
Father Bu8chmann was unable to
predict the 'direction enrollment
figures would take in the near future.
He stated that the admissions office .
intends to employ every available
measure to involve the entire
"Xavier family" in the effort to attract high school seniors to Xavier
.l!niversity this year.
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ARTS & ENtERTAINMENT
Communiversity Theater plans
two productions
Xavier University, seldom herald- departments of every college in the
ed as the cultural center of its com- area. Dr. Barnes expres8ed delight
munity, is being given a chance to with the turn-out;- and the general
rectify that situation this year. A enthusiasm which ·the project has
project called the "Communiversity been met.
·
The first offering oft he season will
Theater" is being launched here with
a grant of $75,000 from the Corbett be the musicalCoinedy "Roberta". It
Foundation. The program consists is perhaps not one of Jerome Kern's
of a series of musicals and light better known works, but certainly
operas to be performed in the Un- gives adequate evidence of his genius
iversity Center Theater.
as a composer. 1t appeared :on
The aim of the "Communiversity Broadway over 40 years ago, and is
Theater", as its producer, Dr. Clif- filled with the kind of great, timeless
ford Barnes sees it, is to "bring the songs that I ·know my generation is
community around Xavierto Xavier beginning to.appreciate as much· as
for theatrical productions and con- did my father's. "Roberta"·: is
sequently, make Xavier better · scheduled to open November 15th
known i~ th~ field of fine ar~s." for a three day engagement.
Perhaps m this respect the proJe_ct .-: The second play of the season will
has; already proven _successfuL . be "The~J~1erry Wives of Windsor"
National coverage was given to t~e-. written·.· :_by Otto Nicolai, and
news· of the Corbett grant tbis scheduled-for March 21 22 and.23.
summer, _and the auditions for.the - Audition~:for "The Me;ry Wives· of
first_'. musical were well-attended .by:.:::·.windsor'!-is planned for November
-·
·
·.
talented members of the. theater ... 24th.

The technical advisors for both
plays have. been drawn from the
Xavier faculty and community. Otto
Kvapil will be _the director, with
Constantine Soriano as conductor.
Decisions of a more general nature
will be made by the Comm university
Executive Board, composed by Dr.
Clifford Barnes, Fr. John Felten
S.J., and Xavier students Barbara
Tiell and Tim Whiteshead. ·
··
Advertisement for ·the ·Communiversity Theater in the com-munity has already broughfsom"e re-·
quests. for season subscriptions to
both performances .. Students ·may ·
purchase tickets for a reduced rate
with a Xavier. l.D. Tickets for· the
public are $3.50 per ticket, and $3.00
apiece if purchased in advance as a
season ·subscription. Tickets for
Lightfoot to appear
Xavier students· are· only $1.50
apiece; and will be on sale in advance. Gordon Lightfoot will be appearing in the Xavier fieldhouse the
at the University Center Information evening of October 24. Tickets may be purchased for $5 in advance,
desk.
across from the Grill.

. ~.;

Carol Jacober

Piper Coffeehouse
off to a good start

The Piper Coffeehouse: truly, a size of the Piper. Her style is matterrare oasis in that cultural desert of-factly sensual, earthy without beknown as Xavier. Simon and Gar- ing seductive.and her material (much
funkel amid the Doobie Brothers; of which is her own) is refreshingly
alternative Saturday nights. .
unwatered, unfamiliar folk, with a
Physically, the Piper has changed. heavy blues cast. Lee's compositions
A new entrance, sound system, and are directly analogous to her style,
candles. Superman and Spiderman impressive instrumentally and
·
·
fluoresced onto the walls, in unfor- lyrically.
tunate contrast to that charming,
. Charlie Trotta_ and Clem Klem
Martian-Chronicles mural, with its were third on the biJJ, ·and reaJJy ex- ·
grave~yed
women and strange· ceJJent; I must confess to not knowhorned beasts. Alas, romanticism ing exactly why. Their harmony arid
has fallen in favor of camp, but the instrumentation were so good, so
Piper's air is substantially the natural, as to be totally unobtrusive.
same-dark, benevolent, comfor- Coming across as country-good
tably shabby and decidedly human. boys, joshing easily with the
Institutions like the Piper are to be audience, they did all highlycherished.
·
recognizable material-Stevens,
Saturday the 28th brought about Dylan, Chapin, Croce-and
as talented a group of musicians as succeeded in quieting a rather rude,
I've seen at the Piper in two years. If and certainly loud, number of peothe Piper people can hold that level ple. It is high tribute to Clem and
of quality, we're in for a good year Charlie that they did a creditable
(however, time will undoubtedly br- version of "Carry On", though such
ing the inevitably wailing Mountie). things are better left to Stills himself.
There was a nice mixture of soft
The closer was Denny Buck, who
rock, folk, and blues. Bob Pellegrini in his own words "sings very loud"
and Jay Sofranec oi}ened the night; . and makes no understatements.
Skip Gµerin and Elly Lee perfo~ ~t last Saturday's P.iper Coffeehouse as a few superheroes look on. The they have potential, but Pellegrini is Buck's forte is blues-obscure, black
coffeehouse is located at Ledgewood and Victory.
all too obviously new to the guitar. blues-and he does them probably
With time, Bob and Jay will develop as well as any white can. With
their own style, and they suffered un- guitars, dobro, and harmonica, he
fairly in comparison to the other wound his way through "Statesboro
acts; meanwhile it was still pleasant Blues", "House of the Rising Sun"
listening. Particularly fine was a ren- and other "rock .and roll rip-offs,"
dition of Loggins' "House on Pooh those ~great' black blues obscured by
pallid decades of white mediocrity.
Corner."
The second set was a duo,
By this time, most of the crowd
"Sunshine Tea", consisting of Elly
had trickled out, leaving only bluesLee, vocals, six and twelve-string
lovers, all quite pleasantly laid back
guitars, backed by Skip Guerin on
listening to Denny and the pattering
bass and guitar. Lee has built quite a
rain, letting blues do for their souls
little following for herself, with her what prayer must do for
strong, l.!Jcid voice, just barely gritty
Pentecostals.
on the lower curves. So powerful is
her voice, in fact, that Lee seemed
Anita Buck
restrained by the sound system and

Reading Road at Victory.Parkway

OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR
COMPLETE DINNERS

DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE
OR AFTER THAT. LA TE
WEEK-END DATE.
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING BUNDA Y MORNING BREAKFAST
. WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES.
Thurld8r. October 3, 1174

Players cast. Henry IV
The Xavier Players have cast their
firstproductionoftheyear,HENRY
IV, PART l. The parts include: Dennis Howard as Henry IV, Bill Braun
as Prince Hal, Steve Mueller as·
Blunt, Matt Diehl as John of Lancaster, Kirk Hosinski as Westmoreland, Bob Pellegrini as
Hotspur, Bill Mooney as Worcester,
Mike Kohlmann as Mortimer, Greg
Westendorf as Vernon, Tom Wilson
as Douglas, Dennis Buck as Falstaff, ·
Jeff Linton as Poins, Bill Young as
Gadshill, Mike Condon as Peto, Ken
Renner as Bardolph, Terry Dean as
Northumberland, John Marrero as

Chamberlain, Jerome Quatman as
Sheriff, Mike .McCaffrey as
Vintner, Patty Davidson as Lady
Percy, Patty Hoffman as Mistress
Quickly, and Dave Hayes as Owen
Glendower.
The production is being directed
by Koger Grooms from Anderson
High School and will be presented
on October 25, 26, and 27;
November I, 2, and 3 on the Xavier
University Stage. Tickets will go on
sale on Monday, October 21. Admission is free to Xavier Students
presenting their l.D.'s, $1.00 for
other students, and $2.00foradults .

..... ,

Soccer team upended
By TOM USHER

The Xavier Cross Country team runs beside the stadium during a recent practice session. The runners, from left to right, are Rich Croll,
team captain Tim Lynch, coach Barry Bin~~ey, and John Mahany.

Inexperience hurts
X cross country
By BOONE KIRKMAN
. . . . . . . lllftWrltlr

Xavier University's Cross Country team is in its first year of competition. This is a spin-off of the Track
and Field club which was initiated
just a year ago.
Cross Country, like Track, is on
the club level. That is to say that it is
not an NCAA sport here at XU. The
reason for its club status is that there
is not enough money to support the
team, (or at least that~s what XU admini$trators say).
So against the odds of not only the
fine teams XU's club team will face·
·this year, but also the lack of "official" university support, the
runners have· a lot to contend with.
The Cross Colintry Club was so
desperate for money (traveling expenses) it had tos19optothe Student
Senate for a grant of$300 last week.
But, more importantly, last week
the club opened its season in the
Triangle Meet with Rio Grande
College and Cederville College ·
finishing 1 and2respectively.Xavier
finished third and last
Certainly this isn't what was
hoped for but team captain Tim
Lynch says that "We're young and
building for the future. Many of our
runners have never before competed ,
in Cross Country even at the high
school level." So its easy to see that,
along with its various other
problems, the club also lacks some
basic experience.
But in observing the team one can
see some good spirit in spite of the
tough road a.head. Lynch feels that
this is due. i!I part to their coach,

Barry -~inkJey. ~Much __.!>f C~acb
Binkley's personal time, effort, and
money have been put into the Cross
Country cause, and it's a true inspiration to the members." Binkley
was formerly a track coach at Elder
High here in Cincinnati and was the
recipient of numer9us awards for his
coaching.
,
Now' that he has turned his attention toward Xavier, Binkley has even
started recruiting (no easy feat considering the obvious lack of money).
One of the biggest questions for
any Cross Country member has to
be, Why? Why do these nine
members of the team go· out every
day and do 4 to 6 miles of cross country running for little Qr no reward ·
and only to finish last? Jim Tobin
put it this way, saying that ''the
nature of cross country running is
such that an individual can attain his
own personal goal, as well as one for
the team." Each man runs on his own
~nd they do~'t think of it as hard, '~its
JUSt s~methmg you ~ave to do hke
brushmg your teeth. If you want to
be !.he best. yo~'ve got. to, run an~
run says Jim. If we d1dn t want it
we wouldn't be here."
About the future: The team could
use some experienced personnel.
Distance running is not developed
over night, it's almost natural and
the Xavier team just doesn't have
that many experienced people. John
Mahany, another member, summed
it up pretty well when he said about
the coming year, "we'll be respectable and ~o the best with what we've
got."
'

the goal crease and headed in the
Xavier's goalies A. J. Moebius first quarter score.and Tom Heskamp could have been
Even though it was 1-0 at the half,
mistaken for wooden ducks in a pen- the 'game· wasn't quite that close. The
ny arcade shooting gallery last Quakers had outshot the Muskies
Saturday, as the Quakers of 27-9. Xavier's coach, Bob McKinney
Wilmington shellshocked the decidedtogowithTom Heskampin
Muskie's soccer squad 5-0. the second half, but not for long.
Wilmington used double barrel ad- Half way into the second half,
tion to fire a total of 42 shots on goal, Wilmington had gotten to Heskamp
to Xavier's 15. The loss drops the twice,offtheshoesofEbai Hope and
Muskie season record to l._l, while Bernard Ngoh; and Heskampagain
Wilmington is 1-1-1.
found himself back on the bench
The first half belonged to X's with Xavier trailing 3-0.
goalie A. J. Moebius at Wilmington
Thus it was time for "A. J." to go
last week. A. J., as he prefers to be back to work. "A. J." had lost his
called, stopped 20 shots in the half, first half magic, however; and was
mostly by divine slides and other drilled for two more scores. Ngoh ·
acrobatics. The Quakers took their made it 4-0 with a line shot with 13
best shots, but each was rejected by -minutes left. Then Ralph Burchenal
Moebius with help from Rob Sieber tur:ned it into a farce, when he
and Bill Strietmann. It looked like dribbled a shot past "A. J." to make
the squads would take off to the it S-0.
"Our passing was terrible," said
dressing rooms deadlocked at 0-0.
But with 45 seconds left in the first Coach McKinney. "We're a young
half, Carlos Clay went airborne in team, but still that's no excuse for

not executing." McKinney went OQ
to say ihai; "As long as we let
ourselves get beat to the ball, we'll
have a hard time of putting it
together."
The only scoring opportunity the
Big X had, came halfway through
the first half when Mike Connolly
slid down the right side, and blasted
a shot off the goal post. Joe "The
Rocket" Rozier let go with a couple
ofgoodbullets,oneonabreakaway,
but both went just high and wide.
This weekend the Muskie Kickers
travelto St. Louis to tangle with University of Missouri and Florissant
Vat!Cy Junior College, who captured
the NCAA Division II and Junior
College Championships, respective- .
ly.
But last weekend at Wilmington
showed that Xavier is quite young
IUld still going through the learning
process. Everyone could see that
· targetpraeticeshould be reserved for
wooden ducks.
·
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Xerxes X-Spects, our campus · Hlismariites ...and my sytripathies to · .tries close within a few days.·For inhandicapper, has turned aboutl80 the shelter residents."
· .formation, call 745-3645.
degrees and is now picking Husman
Hall to capture all the laurels in the
Flag football sign-ups close
Intramural Soccer League. Ai
XERXES X·SPECTS ·
reported in last week's News, Xerxes tomorrow. Friday, October 4. This is
your last chance. Rosters available
originally favored Brockman Hall.
Soccer, Tuelclay, Ol:tobcr 8
..It's not really a change of mind," at the information desk must be in 8 p.m. Commutcn vs. Kuhlman: Kuhlman by
two aoata
he explains, "I .was just a little con- the equipment. room at the
9 p.m. Brockman w. HU1man: Brockman by
fused. Being new on campus, I. wai fieldhouse by 9 p.m.
: one aoat.
·misled into believing: that the
building with the snioky lobby was
Brockman and the squatty bomb
Equip111ent room sign-ups are also
shelter fronting Ledpwood was open for the following events: fall
soc:cCr, Tuelclay, Ol:tobcr 1
Husman, when in fact it's the other tennis tournament, fall road rally,
Brockman, 2; Commutcn, 3;
HU1man. 2; Kuhlman, I.
way around."
co-rec. volleyball, a~ the instant
"My apologies· to .the chess tournament. Many of these en-
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Baseball looks ;hopeful
By BOB HINKLEY
X•vler N-• Sl•H Writer'

The return of numerous
lettermen, \\_'.ith · added experience,
and the addition of up-and-coming
freshmen, make Coach Wolfrs fall
baseball team loqk promising.
Returning:from last year's spring
club. which cbmpiled a 13-14 record
with a .270 batting average, is an intact infield o~: Joe Carter behind the
plate. wit.h. assistance from rookie
Schmergie at:Jirst, Mike Blanck and
Steve Josiw.o'rth sh.aring the responsecond, Roy .. Carter
sibilities ..
around as~~s~ort and Tony Snider
completin»'-''1e horn at th!rd."!he
starting nine ~ill round out with.Jim
Janszen in caenter, Roy TroxelJ in
right, with t t field up for g~abs
between the ncom.ing freshmen,
:out any go .. htHtehte relies·on·its ··
pitching staff~ttt'Win ball games not

:llt f
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Monday
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Tuesday

Thursday

Frida

Saturda
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Xavier University
Calendar

Film, 7 p.m .• "Horse· Feathers"

Intramural Softlnlll. Play begins.

Intramural Soccer. Reg. Closes.

of

French Clubl:JO p.m. Hearth Rm.

Karate Club - 6:30 p.m., Kuhlman 6th
lounge

Events

Soccer: X.U. at U. of Milloari

Rsin1 Temt, Indianapolis Ra:eway Park.
Trsk: Mt. Airy Park
: '

NASA - Moon Rock Display • 10:00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m.
Contemporary Dance Program - Theatre

Breen Lodge Open House 6-11

lntram•al Volleybllll. Registration Closes
Blg/Uttle Si.~ter Picnic. Softball Field.
Racing Team - I RP

Intramural Fall Tennis Tourney. Registration Closes

Track MeetW I UC/Mt. Airy Forest

Campus Ministry Film & Discussion. "Iron
Shutter" Kuhlman Lounge 4:00 p.m.

Intramural Soccer. Play

Soccer: X.U. atFlorissantVallcyJr.Collcge

Bi:gins.

Intramural- Fall 1.:ennis Tourney. Play
Begins.
Gradison,

Soccer: X.U. at Ohio NOl'thel'll
Reception - Tucker's Tavcrn8:30- Midnight

On-Catnpus~ 1~2:Qo p.m.

Columbus Day PartJ - Senior 0..

Trsk Meet

·· '·
!st Karate Class 6:30 p.m.

Film "Little Big Man," Theatre 8:00 p.m.

Film "Little Big Man," ThulR l:Cll p.m •..

'

Alumni Homecoming Weekend
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Noo~ Mo~ie:"Tale~ of tvll!ih. Irving"
, . . 1iicrami1rii1 V.01iey-~~-~t>1~y

HARVEST MOON - . HOMECOMING
WEEKEND Dance-Music Hall 9:00-1:00
a.m.

Begins.

Soccer: X.U. vs. U.C. - Home
Film: "Little Big Man," Theater. l:CIO p.m.

Film: "Little Big Man," Theater, 8:00 p.m.
BaskeUiall ·tryouts.~ Fi¢ldho~se: 2:30,0 p.:m..
Ope1(tp'. all students.

:
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Hole-in-one contest. 1-4 p.m.

,,
; j

.... vt
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.

Movie:; "$omething Bc!au!iful Fo~ God"
L'ob~y ,- I ;30· p.m. '
:,

: '

~

..:;'

I

Hole-in-one contest.)-4 p.m:•'

:

0
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"- ~

:

!

i
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T~rrace Rooin 7:30 p.~. "· : ..
: :
.

Movie. Lobby. 1:30 p.m.

Movie. Lobby, 1:30 p.m.

Soccer: Marian ColleF at X.U.

..;1

!j
•''.

Gordon Lilhtfoot Concert. Fieldhouse,8:00
p.m.

X.U. Players Henry IV Part I Theater.

!•;j

.X.U. Players Henry IV Pan I Thaler..
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Hole-in-one contest. l-4 p.m.
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Instant Chess Tourney, 2:00 p.m.

Road Rally Registration Closes

X.U. Players Henry IV Part I Theater.

Fieldhouse Special

~®

.

~@

Halloween Haunted House sponsored by
Student Government

Halloween

~

Monday

.Sunday

.
.
oo
©wm.M@~-rn1,,~:®11 cfi
Tuesda, ... . ·. :·. : ' .
'· , .Thursday
W~nesclay

Friday

Saturda

. .::. Ir

Xavier University
X.U. Playen Henry IV_ Part I Theater
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MID-TERMS
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X.U. Players Henry IV Part I Theater .

Soccer: Thomas More
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MID-TERMS

~an ~~~i~ ~rt Exhibit~ Uiiiv~
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All Balnis bay

: Nove. s-22
' Center · ~

-

at X.U.

r r~·~'..~

:
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X.U. Pll,ai Henry IV Put I Tbrater

MID-TERMS

Soccer: X.U ... at Marian ColleJe
:.- .· ..

SclloH P•ty For Freshmen
Romd Rallj, 8:00 p.m.

.,

-

S~ak~r { A~h~y ~~nt~gtl. The~tre

Mid-term Gndes Due -All Ofltces

'·

.

Soeial Committee

'

FoodlaB Nose.pa Nl&llt. Practice Field

Noon Mqvit: "Flying Iku~s"
4

-

Soccer: Antioch at X.U. ·

Corbett Comunivenily Opera. "Roberta"

:

"Problems of Contemporary Urban America.. - get one credit hour for
weekend course. Open to students. faculty. alumni. high-school •nion. A
parents. Call Mary Lou Gist for details (745-3201).
·. c::

..

..

~<
(.2)

,;

'.

"Problems
America"

Clf Contemporary

Urban

~1-~

•

JMan Basketball. Play Begins.

{

~ ~i
t

Flaa. FootbaU AU Star Games, 7:30, 8:30

B.8.Kin1 Concert Fieldhoose 8:00 p.m.

Thanll51ivin1 Party. Senior Clllll

p.m.

Film, "Executive Action... Theater, 8:00p.m.

Fillll, "Executive Action.''Thealer,l:CIDp~IL ;;
;-;

Corbett Opera

· · ·. ·. ';(

Soccer: X.U. at U. of Ky.

;.

::".:
~

Thanks1iY~ Vatat_~~ &e~:;

Soccer - U.C.

Classes.

-·

No

VACATION

,•

VACATION
BAsletball: X.U. vs. Be.ea

0
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'

Turkey Day
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Thursday
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Saturday
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Xavier University

Classes Resume

iJ

Rally with cheerleaders, Brockman court.

Calendar
of

Christmas Crafts Caravan 10-IO p.m., U.
Center

Pre-Registration Begins,

X.U. Players:three one-act plays

Seminar:

Push Ball Championship 7:00 p.m.
Stadium

BasketbaO: X,U. at Ind. Purdue

Film: ~Guns of Navaronne" 7:00 p.m.,
theater

~Models

.

of Church"

-

.

·Basketball: X.U~ vs. Dayton

Events

X.U. Players: three one-act plays

_X.U_ Players: three one-act plays

Noon Movie: ~Three Stooges In Orbit"

X.U; Players: three one-act plays

BasketbaU: X.U. vs. Union

X.U. Players: three one-act plays
BasketbaU: X.U. vs. Thomas Mon:

Kidday.

film: °'Airport" 8:00 p.m.

X.V. Players: three one-act plays

Chrfitmas Vacation Begins !'fter Classes

Basketball: X.U. vs. Morehead State

Residence Halls close at Noon.
Basketball: X.U. vs.·Canisius

Basketball: Oklahoma "All-College"
Tourney, Oklahoma City ·thru the 29th.
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811Sketbal: X.U, at Loyola of Chicago
Resance ff•lh Open at Noon
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Noon ~ovie: "Dick Tracy"
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Film: "Easy Rider" 8:00 p.in. theater. .

BllSketbaD: Walsh at X.U.
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Film: "Easy Rider" 8:00 p.m. theater .
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·Semester Break Begins After Classes.
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811Sketb.U: X.U. at Air Force
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811SketbaD: Detroit al X.U.
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811Sketb•D: Marquette al X.U.
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Classes Begin
All Divisions

~~
Film: "My Fair Lady" 8:00 p.m. Theater.
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SIGNS
OF THE
TIMES
. Xavier University's tennis courts
and the Brockman Hall basketball
courts are now for "the exclusive use
of the Xavier students, faculty, and
staff." At least that is what the new
signs say.
'
A single sign next to· the
Broekman court and three around
the tennis courts went up last
August. This came after several
basketball court disputes last year·
between Xavier students and nonstudents over who had use of the
courts.
Mr. Rod Shearer, Dean of
Students, explained that these· signs
constitute a security measure. He
said that last year's arguments and
squabbles necessitaied a clear policy
as to just who could use the courts.
The message now is clear, tfioug~

Shearer admits that the wording of
the sign is a bit.legalistic. He added
that the message does not aim directly at excluding the neighborhood
kids, but hoJ)es to.discourage outsiders· from coming in and taking
over the. courts from Xavier
students.
Mr. Th_omas Stadtmiller, Xavier
Business Manager who ordered and
worded the •. signs says, "The
Brockman sign .is to put some teeth
into stopping the vandalism occurring in .the University Center duringthe summer bydiscouragingoutsiders from familiarizing themselves
·
with the area."
Stadtmiller also said that the intent was not to keep outlocalyouths
but that the signs were actually a partial response to neighborhood pleas
to keep strangers out of the area. He
said, "I don't think Xavier is ignorant of the community around it,
but certainly there are likely to be
different interpretations."
One Xavier.student, seeing a few
non-students playing on the courts.
the other day, gave his interpretation: "The guys just read that sign.
They laugh. And they play basketball."

.
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Community commitment-where does It begin?
to be "a people for other people."
Well then, where does our potential lie and what are the_ l}CCds of the
Are.Xavier and the neighbor- community?
ing community operating on the
. Blackwell sees his urban developsame wavelength?
ment office as the provider of stimuli
It seems as though a lot of com- - for community-related programs
municatiOn and cooperation could coming from the university. He has a
. go on between the two, if somebody consultation staff which is involved
in community-orientated problems.
.listened.
_
" IC.en :BlaCkWell. ·directon~f Urban.. R~nt.Iy,:'?' he,, ,\\'~rked · with area
Affairs for the ·univenity, .Bees a ·.residents and local·banks.toimprove
. "real uniqueness" in tiie relation of ·bank 10ans for pr~pectiye residents,
Xavier to the community. "We live thus encouraging a more balanced
Jn'a transitional neighborhood,"
influx'of
residents: ..
plains Bl8cli:well, ''where we have the
Last April, lilackwell helped .
'.potentialtospeaktotheneedsofthe organize an Urban :Affairs Com. comniuriity.". BJackwell-feels:·that · mittee;.. This is a special advisory
oui: moral commitment 'compels us committee to the .President of the
8y RICHARD LAGINESS
Xnllr New1 lllfl Willw

ex-

new

··.·-,HOMECO·M~NG·~:74 ·
·-·:' . ·. ·;·::iF.RlOAY, . SAt'O.RD~Y
·OCTOBER ·1a, 19·
Semi"".formal Dance in MUSIC HAL~ Friday·
9-- .1 a.m. BYOB.
.
Saturday the XU vs UC. soccer game
in the stadi.um, 2 p.m. ·
Saturday Nite, Free Party;·in the Cafeteria,
for students and their dates. Live· music,
free refreshments.
Tickets on sale starting Oct. 7. :$10.00aQpuple~or
both nights.

: ··

·university, composed of a crossseciion of university menlbers and
civic leaders. It ~~ put together to
foster cooperation and development
between Xavier and its larger urban
environment.
It appears that this committee has
potential. Mr. Paul Buckwalter;
director of the Coalition of
Neighborhoods, a non-university
organization actually involved with
five nearby communities including
North Avondale, says that this
"powerful advisory group" is the
bright star of Xavier in· its· hope of
developing a. better urban affairs
projram. B\ICkwalter sees valuable
assets which Xavier has, especially if
a ~tronger relation could be inter\Voven between the faculty and
the ·community.- He recognized the
past . community-o.riented· con-·
tributions, mentioning that special
seminars ·in the
of crime and
corrections were of· benefit to the
·Cincinnati community at large.
However, Buckwalter admits that

area

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
· $2. 75 per page
Send for your up·to-date, 160-~11,
mail order catalo1. Enclose $1.00
to cover posta1e (delivery time is
1 to 2 days>.

· RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
12131477-8474 or 477-5493
.our r1111rch inat1;111 11 sold for
reu1rch 11111t1nc1 only.

Xavier has "a low corporate visibili- the like while the Xavier students do
ty," meaning that· the university too.
·needs to take a stand even more
Mr. Tony Brueneman, Xavier Incollectively in helping the comm uni~ tram ural Director' in charge of
ty. He says that the "invisible wall~ various facilities including the gym,
no longer exists around the universi- outdoor fields, and armory, hopes to
ty but that the surrounding com- remain "liberal-minded" in meeting
munity must remain viable and Xavier's "obligation toward the urhealthy if the situation is to improve. ban neighborhood." ·
- . The surrounding community is
Brueneman· outlined previous
represented on other levels, notably · summer athletic programs for local
the local Block Clubs.
youth run in· conjunction with the
"People in the Dana-Ledgewood DOdd Foundation and the Cincin' block club are concerned about their . nati Recreation Commission, but
houses, yards; and the traffic flow~" stated that there is no current
says Fr. Ben Urmston, a member of program i~ operation.
In addition he said that he was
the club and also representative of
the Bellarmine Parish Council. He obligated to · close the gym . to
says, though, that the number one neighborhood kids as of September
concern is security: "They're as 1973 due to frequent disputes over
scared as anyone else."7 The · ·use -of the .bUketbaU· courts. This
peigh~orhood is distressed by a ris- move paralle!s'.the.situation of;the.
mg crame rate.
new signs 'prohibiting non~tudents
, The composition of the club is bi- . from using the Brockman Hall
racial and the· age group is .varied. courts. •Enforcement of the regulaThe club, when it meets, might have tion in the gym has been strict and
thirty to fifty members present; yet, exclusive.
Brueneman says that Xavier has
"the club has been in a rather
nebulous state since last March," plenty of equipment that could be
says· Urmston.
shared·witli the community, but the
Several of the club's leaders have problem is inadequate personnel and
been discouraged, partly by the un- facility time. He says, "the problem
iversity's frequent lack of response is often to choose between those peoand lack of representation at special pie for whom t.his institution was
meetings on problems.
built and the neighborhood youth.".
Fr. Urmston emphasized ~at the Brueneman would like to serve both
club looks to the university for in-· but is looking toward the Urban"Afterest and response. Concerning the fairs Office for initiative.
facilities at hand, the club advocates
Hopefully, stimulation will come,
supervised use of Xavier's facilities, ·perhaps.· from the Urban Affairs
hoping that local youths could Committee which is, as one member
benefit from basketball courts and puts it, "still in the embryonic stage."

NATIONAL- ·DRY
CLEANERS
1 HOUR CLEANIN(;
3 HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
ALTERATIONS:',
NORWOOD PLAZA
100/ci lJISCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER STUDENTS
.
AND FACUl.TY MEMBERS

N~T{ONAL

COIN-OPE_RATED
ASH OF NORWOOD

CAR~ w
.-.

mPPOSITE NATIONAL DRY CLE1NERS

i

35e for '.5 minutes
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Thul'llllr, Octoblr I, 1174
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Government that governs

QDirion

It is perhaps an unfortunate consequence of the age of mass media
that the effectiveness of most, if not all, of our govenmental structures
is too often equated with the adequacy of the individuals in office.
Such an assumption is valid only if the structures themselves are
sound. It is senseless to blame an incumbent for ineffective govern-.
ment if the operating framework is itself flawed from the start.
Student government at Xavier has traditionally been evaluated in
just this way. What has been called ~·good" student government
translates as a "good" individual president, or "good" individual,.
senators., Similarly, "bad" student government is explained by such a
connection to particular personalities. The inherent assumption in
such judgments is that the structure of student government is itself.
without problems and needs only to be approached in the right way in
order to work.
·
·
·
But in point of fact, this is not the case. The student government
constitution is replete with entire sections that are either completely
outdated or totally ignored. (Look at a copy sometime). Of even
greater concern is the lack of attention which the student government
constitution gives to governing as opposed to merely moderating or
overseeing.
The. Xavier student body must decide now that it wants real
government and not me~~ly a student activities board. If we opt for .
the former, it is time to admit that a certain amount of restructuring ,
;,
·"••• He's NOT runnfn1 •.• ?"
must take place, and to take steps accordingly. There exist two broad
"
areas in need of reform.
To begin with, the social 'committee and social programming.-~-.-----------------•••-•
should be removed from the sphere of student government. The committee should be given the status normally accorded to any student
organization, and should receive the bulk of the $10 student I.D. fee
income as its operating budget. Its chairman should be selected by an
interview process similar to that used for selection of editors· of
Xavier student publications. A designated member of the student
"School spirit" is a popular ~erm for a species of institutional iOyal~
development staff would be assigned to work closely with the coll).; iy or grouj)rnorale.'Lately there has been some·concernabout sch.opi
·
·
, ., ..
mittee in order to provide necessary advice and guidance. Further~ spirit at.Xavier. · ·
more, student. activities, including class functions, that often seek
Some seem to assume that there can be little of this spirit without
funding from the Senate would instead receive their monies from football (at least, not until the bask~tball season begins.) A highly
ither the new social programming organization or else from the Stu- placed administrator declared some ·months ago that declining
enrollment is partly attributable to the lack of spirit displayed in the
dent Activities Budget Board ..
Such a change would have the effect.of freeing the student govern- critical.·attitudes ofthe studeni government and student newsp.aper.
It is-·easy to equate loyalty with volume e~anating.from stadium·
. ment to pursue other matters. Currently, the bulk of student
govern~ent's concern has been to provide social events, and the bulk bleachers: Loyalty so defined is also easy to achieve.
The faith-keeping of the conscientious critic is both more difficult.
of its time has been spent in this pursuit. Concerts, dances, mixers and
and more valuable. The loyalty and worthwhile contributions of rebeer blasts are not items that must be legislated.
Once this has been done, a·second, more.fundamental change must cent, notoriously "negative" student leaders seem unquestionable,
be made. The senate should be organized into several standing com- though one may have disagreed vehemently with them on specific
mittees, each responsible for a particular area of student concern . issues.
. Five such areas immediately come to mind: academics, dor-·
mitory/commuter life, spiritual welfare, social action, and student
A happy crowd of about 400 cheered Xavier's soccer teain to a
organizations and activities. Each committee would be comprised of narrow victory over Thomas More two weeks ago. (According to a
several senators, along with student representatives of the associated perspicacious Official of Student Development on campus, the stuuniversity committee. For example, the student representatives on dent attendance approximated the student crowd at a foogball game
the Board of Undergraduate Studies and the Arts and Sciences Coun- last year). Enjoyment of the game was doubtlessly boosted by the.
cil would sit on the academic committee of the student senate.
win, as by the sunny skies, but many in the crowd would agree that it .
Each committee would have a chairman and would be responsible was a good time, ·a tension-breaker and a chance to gather with
for actively pursuing the student interest in that particular area. The friends. The tenor of the afternoon was one ofrelaxation and friendly
senate as a whole would be responsible for approving or disapproving fun. Good orale does not require fierce pugnacity.
measures introduced by its individual committees. Not only would
Criticism, like a fight song or like unquestioning, vociferous praise,
such a change increase the efficiency of the senate's operation, but it is always in danger of becoming too shrill.
·
would also permit student government to maintain close contact with · The finest loyalty one can have tO an old friend, or an institution,
the workings of the university as a whole.
combines warmth and·concern. There is time to relax; but there is no
These proposed changes do not claim to be all-inclusive, and are not time to lose in the joint effort to grow and improve. Mutual challenge
without some few problems. Regardless of the exact specifications, is intrinsic to a truly vital relationship between two people or betw~en
the fact is that change is needed, and the time is ripe. It remains to be the individual and the social aggregate. Responsible evaluation,
seen whether student government is courageous enough to look at rather than narrow chauvinism, characterizes a mature spirit ofloyalitself critically. Surely the student welfare demands as much.
ty.
'

A mature. loyalty

Security
questioned

etters

P19e 10

·
On the evening of the nineteenth,
Thursday, about IO:OO, a friend and
1, while preparing to go get gas for
my car, discovered that the keys for
his van had been misplaced. Think·
ing that perhaps they had been accidentally locked inside the van, we
decided to .force our way, with the
helpofacoathanger,intothevehicle
to retrieve them. While in the act of
doing so I commented that this
would indeed be an interesting situation to explain if we were to be seen
by Xavier Security. Nottwo minutes
after the comment was made the
familiar blue security car happened
upon us. Considering that the van
was quite a distance from the nearest
cars in the lot and that we were
situated almost directly beneath the
light there, we figured that we would
almost certainly be questioned
regarding our unusual nocturnal ac·

tivities. Much to our surprise and . What the department lacks in do you feel the Senate should be
regret, the car continued on its way numbers it need not lack in ·effec- compelled to improve the ,-above
things (improving dorm life, et4: ... ),
the length of the lot and back tiveness.
when the University itself has shirkwithout so much as slowing momen'tarily.
Thomas J. Petre ed these responsibilities over the
What, I ask myself, would have
years to warrant such a crisis.
been the outcome of this otherwise
The coffers you refer to wm be
uneventful accident had.we been acspent in a manner that most students
tually in the act of burglary. Ob·
feel they shQuld be. That is in
viously we would have been pet- ·
providing activities and keeping
milted to continue until finished.
them busy in their free time, not in
In answer to ·your column on the spending "student monies" on goals
Perhaps, I thought, upon funher
consideration, the . security guard l.D. fee increase of September 26, that should be the University's
recognized us as normal, upstanding and in defense of an obvious jum- responsibility in the first place,
Xavier students of the several hun- ping of conclusions, I pose one quesSo far this year, we have strived to
tion. Why should the Student Senate provide the type of activities the
drr.d he knows personally.
as a body be concerned.solely with students indicated they want. The
If this 'line of thought were to be matters such as improving dorm life, students' money should be spent as
followed to its absurd conclusion, creating "social" awareness; finding the students want. Let's not belittle
security might feasibly let anyone, a curriculum closer to Xavier's the first real attempt in the recent
suspicious looking or not, have free "ideals", and recruitment. These are history of the Senate to do such a
access to any and all buildings and very. important to say the least, but thing. The University has enough of
areas of the campus. After l,lll, why how can you expect the panacea for 1 the student's money, as evidenced
. stop and .·question anyone un- these ·ills to come from the Student · eve.ry ~mester at registration time.
· nesessarily?Theymightalwaysenter Senate.
Let the students have their- S10.00 to
their.groun<l floor room through the
You talk. of the SS.00 increase in themselves. Please don't speculate.
window at night.
l.D. fees to the Xavier students, bu~
Is this the k'ind of security force for say nothing of the yearly climb in the · on how to sj>end that also.
which we are paying here at Xavier? tui~ion, board, and room rates. Why

Disagrees with
editorial.

John Woolard
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It's _a small world
· By Tom Flynn·
Before I deal with this column's absolute
purpose, (Contrary to popular belief, these
things d~ have_ a purpose), I'd like to dispel an
ugly rumor. This savage prevarication, which
is spreading around the campus like wildfire,
claims that I was actually kidnapped late last
Friday by persons unknown; that these
aforesaid persons wrote the editorial staff of
the Xavier News, informing that august .body
that unless SS000.07 in large bills and pennies
was stuffed into a beer can and put in the side
pocket of the third red pool table in the Games
Room, they would have no choice but give me
back; and (the rumor continues) that the
Editors, their public spirit incensed by this
callous display of wanton criminality, im-'
mediately raised $5000.07 out of. their own
savings and did exactly as t~y were told; and,
in fact, that I would not be appearing in
today's paper. I want to emphasize: this
slanderous rumor is NOT TRUE! I am still
here, hunched over my typewriter-in my padded cell at the Father Opps Home for the Terminally Cynical. After all-that bunch of
deadbeats in the Editorial Office couldn't
scrape up five thou if they hocked their grandmothers. Having debunked that conniving
claptrap, down to businessTo churn out column after column of comme~taries on Xavier life, I have to keep my eye
!.~he ground, my ear to. the grindstone, and.
my nose- to the keyhole. No sir, nothing escapes the p·anoramic gaze of Our Man Flynn!
Thus it. was that several days ago, I learned

Then, the futurists warned, the short-coed
n;ach a threshold point around
1980. ·this point, known as the LeFaivier
Threshold, was named for Archibald Q.
LeFaivier, who in 1954 won a new Ford convertibll,! for being the IOOth person to atiend
the Cincini1at_i premiere of The Incredible
Shrinking Man. Here the short crisis will grow
geometrically, blossoming into ·a rigid s<icial
caste system based on degree of shortness, girls trying to look short, vying to be the
shortest in their group. The fashionable height
might feed on itself, plummeting lower year by
year, until by 1990 ol' XU may well be the
world's foremost source of educated Catholic
midgets. After all, at some point the tall men
will leave too. (Xavier men are already 1.64"
shorter than the national_average).

Number 2.
2.) Install heating coils in· all buildingfloors.
This plan contends that if the floors are kept
too hot to. walk on comfortably, coeds will
wear high platform .shoes to separate their
tender toesies from the scalding linoleum.
Thus, XU girls will-seem taller to visitors, and
truly tall girls will be less reluctant to come to
Xavier.
3.) Replace chairs and benches with
orthopedic posture-enhancer units. The units
I recommend -are of the· Z-4520 series
manufactured by Alpha Beta Supa Surgical
Implement Company of Neptune, Jersey. At
about $13,450.98 a piece, state, local, and
Federal excise taxes not included, these mammoth automated chairs improve user posture
in three vital areas, they automatically
strengthen the back by slamming the spine on
The experts weren't dorie painting their
a hard plate, tone the writs by pulling on
horrific picture. By 1995, they continued, dorthem with powerful servomotors, and toughen
mitories might have to be rebuilt with 6-foot
legs, calfs, and ankles by strapping them to
ceilings and 54-inch doorways. Every stairway
reversing hydraulic puller-cylinders. In short,
on campus would need to be remade.
they stretch the user on a principle proven
Cafeteria counters would be cut in half to
enable students to see over them. lmgagine, if after serveral decades of torturous use at·the
height of the Spanish Inquisition.
.-;,;
you can, dormitory cigarette and: coke
machines with little steps bolted onto them!
4.) Raise the. countertops in the Hf'/ii;h
Indeed, the futurists sternly futurized, if this
Center, Cafeteria, Grill, and Bookstore by_ at
tend continues unchecked, the Class of 2000 · least 26 inches. This plan is .quite contfover·
will have a mean height of 4'3".
sial, due to moral objections against its~;~
herently Darwinian nature. If the plan is''ihf..
· For several hours, I was at a loss for a soluplemented, shorter students will be unable to
. tion. But now I can report that the crisis is well . obtain· medical care~-''.~t"irnd ed~
in hand. Staying up for 53 hours, I triple- · materials, whereupon'-:'ltlust either'-·
checked a set of solutions, which have since
out "or diC off.
. - .
.
been mimeographed and dispatched to the apOf
course,
these
plans
all
require
extensive
propriate Administration officials for imQCW construction, bi!J t~tal investments_, or
mediate· action. Below is the text of my far)k>~,i~~ 2.) and J.J.t:or complex equip.
sighted, aggressive, and, I'm afraid,,necessari:.wtUch \Viii nce.4:~~uent repair all of
ly drastic plan for dealing with this crisis:
which will cost money.'iliiS is why I amconfi~
dent that my proposal will be agreeable to the
. I.) Add large amounts of Vitamin B-31 to
Administration: with even one of the plans,
all food served on campus. This idea has been
the price ofattending Xavier will go up and upbatting around for ·years, but not until l
until, at last, our Administrators will get an
suggested its relevance to the "shortness crisis"·
opportunity to do what they have wanted to
did the Administration think they could get
do all along by implementing Plan Number S.
away with it. Vitamin B-32 is the sludge that
5.) Make Savier so expensive that only the
.remains in the bottom of the vat after every
very rich can· attend. After all, rich girls are
other conceivable B-complex vitamin has
always tall and svelte,
been extracted from commercial nutrient for.mulae. B-32 has no minimum daily reqqire. This column is fictitious. Any relation
ment and no disc~rnible nurient valu1;, but it
between the "Administration" mentioned
herein and any incumbent Administration,
costs an arm and a leg and it•s a dandy excuse
living or dead, is purely coincidental; Furtherto jack up the board fee again. Of course,
more, we want our $5000.07 back!!
proceeds migt.t be used to finance Plan

that this University is. facing perhaps the
•deadliest recruitment crisis in· its long and
spangled history of r1;cruitment crisis: X a\'ier's
coecl population is definite(~· shrinking. This is
more than just part of the general recruitment
slump. For some unfathomable reason, the
average XU coed is getting smaller!"This fact is
borne out by· my own rigorous calcufations,
based on personal observation reports subjected to the Lalaande Cyclical Random
Compensation Statistical Process, employing
· a new AMF no. 6351 dartboard for randomization steps.

_!!.~n_d ~ill

To wit: while the average height° of Senior
women at Xavier runs about 5'6~ ",the girls of
the Class of 1977 average a mere 5'3". And,
though my computations on the freshman
class are imcomplete, early returns indicate
that the Class of 1978 girls run perhaps half an
inch shorter still.
.
Instantly, I realized the implications of this
seemingly-innocuous statistic: in an age of
nutrition when most demographic groups are
getting taller, this slow; steady dwindling is
worrisome indeed. If you look, you can see it
directly: Senior and Junior women seem to
run around 5'4" or S'S", with many girls going
S'7" or 5'9". What few amazons of S'IO" or
taller we have .are almost all Seniors. (The exceptions to this rule, though spectacular, are'
very few). Yet, in the Class of'77 the trend that'
the lack ofvery tall Juniors could only suggest
becomes menacingly obvious. When you 5ee a
group of freshman or soph girls, they always
seem to hover around S' or S'2". I've seen huge
herds of 5'2" girls taking up whole tables in.the
Cafeteria. This is an especially bad sign: the
short girls are beginning to travel in packs.
My desire to help my Alma Mater knows no
bounds; so, ~riting so niany rubber checks
that the value of Goodyear stock rose perceptibly, I retained a panel of prominent futurists
to draw a scenario of this phenomenon's possible consequences. Their - conclusions were
ominous indeed. Immediately, they said, girls
of similar heights will begin to band together;
·a tall girl will be an outsider, rejected unconsciously as a funny-looking alien. The
social advantage of shortness will be apparent
even to strangers. Prospective students touring the campus will notice and tall girls will instinctively avoi.d Xavier, knowing they won't
fit in here. By 1977, tall girls will be XU's
. leadi_ng oppressed mi~ority.
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Xavier's new Academic
Vice-President
in an exclusive interview
photos by Tom Petre
Last Spring, Rev. Francis C.Brennan, S.J.
was appointed to the position of Academic
Vice-President; replacing Rev. Jeremiah
O'Callaghan, S.J. Fr. Brennan had served
previously as Dean of the Graduate School at
St. Louis University.
hi· an interview with Xavier News editor
John·Lechleiter last Friday, Fr. Brennan dis~
cussed the general direction which he hopes to
pursue in the area ofacademics. The following
is a partially edited transcript of that interv~w:
.
Father, exactly what type ofrole do you, as
academic Vice-President, plan to take in the
:working out of academic matters at Xavier?
. Well, the undergraduate board of studies
will of course report to me, and the graduate
board as well, for that matter. In that sense, I
hope to take a vital interest in what these
boards do.
. If you're asking whether I'll be a force in
academic matters - only time will tell that: I
don't necessarily think of myself as a force, Jmt
I do think of myself as interested in everything
that goes on at Xavier academically. I'm interested _in exercis~ng my responsibilities in a
way that will QI! efficient and productive and
encouraging.
What do you view as the role of the presi·
dent and the board of trustees in academic
decision making?
.
Certainly it's the responsiblility of the board
Thurlld1~, October 3, 1974

'

to keep us all aware of the limited financial
resources with which we operate. On the
other: hand, I detect no movement on the part
of anyone else here, among students or faculty
members, to pretend that we're not working
within a rather tight budget. So I don't foresee
any big con(lict here between the academic
c·ommun'lty and the board.·-. think that if a
thing is well planned and well presented by the
academic community and fits in with the objectives and needs and philosophy of Xavier,
that the board would give careful consideration to that.
An institution, like an individual, must constantly grow and develop. The key is to plan
that growth and development in the context of
our educational philosophy and our
educational mission. Growth and development must happen; they must happen even
though we're in a financial bind. They just
have to happen_. We must continue to make investments - to take some calculated risks.
Father Brennan, in "the past several year!i,
there has been a great deal of discussion concerning possible modifications of the core
curriculum at Xavier. Exactly whatare your
thoughts concerning the core?
First of all, I'm not .sure I know all that
much about the various attempts to modify
the core curriculum: When I was here interviewing in March, the discussion would t_ouch
on the core curriculum and they would ask me
occasionally very general questions on what I
would do.
·
Basically,· 1 suppose my answer is that the
core curriculum and the curriculum generally
in an institution like this is a community concern. It doesn't belong to-an administrator; it
doesn't belong to any individual group of
faculty or students. It belongs to us all, really.

It's a subject therefore, on which you have to ·social service. Several institutions have inkeep developing concensus. That's not to_say
troduced undergraduate areail of concentration in this field. I'm going to undertake a
that this concensus is always easy to reach; it's
often very difficult.
feasibility study to see what we would have to
I think my role is to keep this concensus on-· do to institute a major in social service at
goin_g,_ to keep developing the curriculum. A
Xavier.
. What kind of role do you feel that
. curriculum should be constantly developing to
meet the educational need of students. I don't professional training has at a liberal arts inthink of a curriculum as static.
stitution such as Xavier?
·i do not want to be involved with the
In this 'area of curriculum development,
what have you set as priorities for the near· preparation of people who are good at one
future?
thing only and don't have any of these intellecGenerally we have to continue to develop . tual skills which make for adaptability, skills
new programs, new ways of implementing ex- which I think are important even if viewed
isting programs that will keep the educational only in terms of students' futures and their
experience at Xavier vital and up to date, and, future . security. I believe that most
at the same time, in the best of our traditions. professional schools are looking for broadly1 think specifically that we probably need to trained persons who have a number of
develop more programs, more areas of con- ·different intellectual skills. I would like to see
centration, if you will, that would appeal to Xavier maintain a broad educational expotential wdmen students. We have to perience.
remember that Xavier has been fully co-ed for · · However, I do think that broad education
a reiatively short time. We've only had a brief experience can, and for many students should,
time to develop programs for women. .
include some kind of pre-professional
There are some ideas I have· for programs development, whatever it may be. Where
that would be of benefit to women students. . that's feasible and possible, I would encourage
There might be something we can do here for doing it.
women who come with the idea that they
Really, you can take an extreme position
· might want to be nurses. I'm not suggesting ·either way: You can believe thatthe four years
that we would necessarily have a nursing at Xavier should be spent in isolation from a
program here, but would have at least future career - I don't beleive it's that
something that would help women students in reasonable to ask students to do that. On the
their first two years who would then go to other hand, it's cheating them badly to point ·
another institution for their final two years of them too early into any kind of very narrow
nursing school. All of this is, admittedly, very specialty that robs them of the ability to opt
much in the discussion stage, but it is a for other things.
program tha't has come at me from several
directions since I've been here.
-I've also thought that we might consider the Brennan to page 12
possibility of some undergraduate work in
Pqe 11
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Football from
page 1
funded from sources
the athletic department.

.Marilyn
from page 1.

outside

Oberlin College in its Human
Development Program, implemen-·
ting such courses as Body Awareness
In the future, MeCaffertydeclared
or Life Options. She is here to inthat it is conceivable that rugby, troduce similar ideas to Xavier
cross country and track could make · students.
the conversion from club to NCAA
'Though Marilyn's attitude toward
status. However, Rod Shearer told
the News that the Xavier Board of her programs is one of"don't dismiss
Trustees has declared there will be it until you've tried it," one has to
acknowledge a certain weariness on
no new intercollegiate funds
the part of many students for all acallocated this year.
tivities relating to "personalAlso, as reported in the March 26,
1974, Xavier News, Mr. Shearer is development and growth-potential,"·
seeking money through the Xavier an attitude which is summarized by
Advancement fund for the construc- ~:me. staff member's reaction: "Why
tion of new intramural facilities don't you just water me and put me
which would include a swimming in the sun?"
Presently, Marilyn Mittermaier's
pool. Nothing further has developed
talents are concentrated in dorm
as of yet.
·
programming. She is training dorm

Brennan
from page 11

No, I don't think that it is. I am
asking for studies to made in certain
departments so that we can better
ascertain any. deficiencies that we
mig_ht have.
What in your opinion, Father,
What do you see as Xavier's
should be the role of science in an
future,
specifically as an unarts and science curriculum?
·
I think it's a great mistake for dergraduate institution?
I see a bright future for this institustudents to ignore the sciences
because they're difficult and they're tion, and I don't see undergraduate
demanding. Let's be frank - that's and graduate programs being
what people normally do, they ig- mutually exclusive. I thing they
strengthen and help one another.
nore the hard sciences.
I feel that Xavier as an institution,
The habits of thought, brought
careful investigation, painstaking in- has a number of advantages, some of
spection of data, experiment and which it shares with other inreasearch - are very important for stitutions. This institution is very
the development of the welleducated person. !fa person is going
to succeed in the modern world, he
must develop such habits.
It seems to me also that a great
deal of modern life involves scientific
knowledge that most of us don't understand. What's going to happend
is that there will be just a few elite
who understand these things; and
the rest of us are going to be like the
illiterate masses of the Mid die Ages.
In the Middle Ages, it was the man
who couldn't read or write who was
uneducated - and that was most of
the population. Jn modern times,
most can read and write, but few understand the implicaiions of modern
science and the effect it's having on
our lives -socially, economically and
politic ally.
Is Xavier up to where it should be
in terms of its library collection?

staff members in developing weight. The final experience here, maier has much to offer to the cam..:
awareness to residents' needs and however, is offen one· of pus community. One can only h~pC:
feelings. Similarly, she is introducing weightlessness. Other exercises may that students will be open to her, and
a program called IMPACT, geared deal with relationships, limitations, that in turn, she' will be able to incorporate her background into the conprimarily for Freshmen and design- or use of space.
•.
ed to help them relate better to their
It is clear that Marilyn Mitter- text of Xavier University:
new environment.
Marilyn has already begun a
dance/relaxation class which meets
in ·the sixth floor Kuhlman Lounge
on Tuesday afternoons. The class'
chief purpose is to complement the
academic routine, a way of dealing
Serviced PY CAPITOL
with mental fatigue and tension. A
typical exercise exemplifying this
runs as follows:
Students lie on their backs, eyes
closed. In a soft but . firm voice,
Marilyn begins speaking at a slow
and regular pace: "I surrender
myself. I am sinking, I am sinking
into the ground ... my right arm is
sinking, my right arm is sinking into
the ground. My left arm is sinking,
my right leg... " This exercise
.demands that students feel their

·GEORGE'S CLEANERS
3976 Montgomery at Williams

well organized in comparison to
many other in!ititutions. Its relative~
ly small size has allowed it to maintain a high degree of administrative
efficiency.
Secondly, I think there is a kind of
intimacy at Xavier, a real sense of
community here, and that . by and
large, people are happy in this com- ,
munity. Along with this, I think
ihere's a high priority given to persons and personalities here; there's a
respect for persons as individuals,
not simply as students or faculty.
members or administrators. I think
that's a fine atmosphere to be in, especially, nowadays.

COMPLETE DRY CLEANING
LAUNDRY SERVICE

AND

SHIRTS Bl;AUTIFULLY LAUNDERED
DISCOUNT TO ALL XAVIER UNIV.
STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS
WE WILL BE GRATEFUL.FOR AN OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE YOU
PHONE 631-8688
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The Back Page is a free classified section
vailable to students, faculty, and staff o.f
avier University. Ads should not exceed
wenty words and must be submitted in
riling to the News office c/o The Back
age no later than the Sunday preceding
ublication. Sorry, no ad will be repeated
nless resubmitted.
FOR SALE: electric pencil sharpener. Sharp.
Hardly used. Best offer or trade fora late model
sports car. AOOl9 .
.JOHN: you got all you'llcvcr get from me. (Get
some penicillin for it.) Mary. M0021.
RIDER WANTED: to Seattle on weekend of
the 4th. Share gas; must have previous experience riding motorcycles. AOOl7.
DEAR BEARNAPPER: I'll pay, just let me
have my baby, back. Distraught mother.
AOOl6.
DECLARATION: Don Burke and Joe
Pickerd are fun people to go out with. "Mom"
(p.m.p.) 0015.
·
NEED A PAPER WRITI'EN'? Call this
number. We do it all. This is not just another
research resources co. 111-4141. 0020.
YOU arc reading my words. You arc absorbing
their meaning. You are mailing $JO to AbdulTHE HYPNOTIST, PO 70644. 00023.
BUICK LASABRE: Good running condt.,
automatic, 58,000 mi., $200. 861-5817. A0024.
MEN •• WOMEN: Jobs on ships. No experience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job career. Send $3.00
for info .. SEAFAX,Dept. P-17P.O. Box2049,
Port Angeles, Washington 98362. Del W.
Price. POOIB .
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